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Superconductor-insulator transition in two dimensions
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~Received 8 March 1999!

The superconductor-insulator transition of ultrathin films of bismuth, grown on liquid-helium-cooled sub-
strates, has been studied. The transition was tuned by changing both film thickness and perpendicular magnetic
field. Assuming that the transition is controlled by aT50 critical point, a finite-size scaling analysis was
carried out to determine the correlation length exponentn and the dynamical critical exponentz. The phase
diagram and the critical resistance have been studied as a function of film thickness and magnetic field. The
results are discussed in terms of bosonic models of the superconductor-insulator transition, as well as the
percolation models which predict finite dissipation atT50.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After about two decades of research, the superconduc
insulator~SI! transition in disordered films of metals remai
a controversial subject, mainly due to contradictory result
both theoretical and experimental studies. This work aim
improve the understanding of this phenomenon, which mi
also be relevant for high-Tc superconductors and possib
connected to interesting metal-insulator transitions in tw
dimensional~2D! electron systems.

The superconductor-insulator transition in ultrathin film
of metals is believed to occur at the absolute zero of te
perature when the quantum ground state of the system
changed by tuning disorder, film thickness, carrier conc
tration, or magnetic field. Unlike finite temperature pha
transitions in which thermal fluctuations are crucial,T50
phase transitions are driven purely by quantum fluctuatio
At finite temperatures, an underlying quantum phase tra
tion manifests itself in the scaling behavior of the resista
with the appropriate tuning parameter and the temperat
along with the coherence length and dynamical critical
ponents n and z, respectively.1 Various models of the
superconductor-insulator transition in disordered films c
be roughly divided in two groups: those in which the sup
conductivity is destroyed by fluctuations of the amplitude
the order parameter, and those which focus only on the ph
fluctuations.

If superconductivity is destroyed only by phase fluctu
tions, then Cooper pairs persist on the insulating side of
transition and the transition may be described by a mode
interacting bosons in the presence of disorder. Based on
assumption, Fisheret al.2 suggested a scaling theory and
phase diagram for a two-dimensional system as a functio
temperature, disorder, and magnetic field.3,4 The supercon-
ducting phase is considered to be a condensate of Co
pairs with localized vortices, and the insulating phase i
condensate of vortices with localized Cooper pairs. At
transition, both vortices and Cooper pairs are mobile as t
exchange their roles, which leads to a finite resistance. S
important predictions of the model are the universal value
this critical resistance and specific values of the critical
ponentsn andz.
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~6!/4320~9!/$15.00
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This so-called ‘‘dirty boson’’ problem has been exte
sively studied using quantum Monte Carlo simulations,5–12

real-space renormalization-group techniques,13,14 strong-
coupling expansions,15 and in other ways.16–20 Finite tem-
perature behavior in the vicinity of a quantum critical poi
was also studied analytically.21,22 A transition from a super-
fluid to a Mott insulator was found in the pure case, and t
Bose glass insulator in the presence of disorder, but ther
still considerable disagreement as to the universality clas
the transition, as well as the value of the critical resistan

An alternative picture of interacting electrons23–25 pro-
poses a different mechanism: the density of states and
Cooper pairing are suppressed on the insulating side of
superconductor-insulator transition due to an enhanced C
lomb interaction. The SI transition occurs as a conseque
of fluctuations in the amplitude, rather than the phase of
order parameter. In other words, Cooper pairs break up
single electrons at the transition. Therefore the supercond
ing gap would also vanish at the transition.

The model of interacting electrons has also been stud
numerically. Quantum Monte Carlo simulations of an attra
tive fermion Hubbard model with on-site interactions26

yielded a direct superconductor-to-insulator transition in t
dimensions without an intervening metallic phase. The cr
cal resistance was found to depend on the strength of
attractive interaction, as a function of which a crossover fr
a fermionic to a bosonic regime occurs. The results of t
theory qualitatively resemble the experimental data. A rec
calculation of the effect of disorder on the gap in the dens
of states, using a similar model,27 showed that the existenc
of a gap on the insulating side of the transition depends
the coupling strength, allowing for a Fermi insulator at we
and a Bose insulator at strong coupling. However the me
field analysis of Ref. 20 for the same model atT50, which
allows for an inhomogeneous pairing amplitude, leads t
finite gap at all values of the coupling in the insulating sta
This is explained by the formation of superconducting
lands separated by insulating regions.

Experimentally, the destruction of superconductivity
disorder has been studied in films of MoGe,28,29 InOx ,30–34

and Bi, Pb, Ga, and Al,35–37 among others. Evidence wa
found of Tc going to zero with increasing disorder28 imply-
4320 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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ing the destruction of Cooper pairs at the transition. Tunn
ing experiments also seem to support the fermionic pictu
Valles, Dynes, and Garno found that the superconduc
gap and the mean-field transition temperature are both
pressed as disorder is increased, and that the gap vanish
the insulating side of the superconductor-insula
transition.38 Hsu, Chervenak, and Valles carried out tunn
ing studies of the magnetic-field-driven superconduct
insulator transition in PbBi/Ge films, and found a large nu
ber of quasiparticle states near the Fermi energy.39 They
estimated the average number of Cooper pairs in a coher
volume to be on the order of one at the superconduc
insulator transition. This result, in combination with the d
appearance of the energy gap, was interpreted as eviden
the superconductor-insulator transition being driven by fl
tuations in the amplitude of the order parameter. Alter
tively, it is possible for the superconducting energy gap to
reduced or the tunneling density of states to be broadene
a consequence of phase fluctuations.40 Thus the absence o
the gap in these tunneling studies does not necessarily m
that Cooper pairs are absent on the insulating side of
superconductor-insulator transition, but it may imply tha
full picture might have to include fermionic degrees of fre
dom. Indeed Tes˘anovićand co-workers have argued that s
perconductors near the upper critical field have a gap
spectrum for fermionic excitations.65

Evidence of the importance of the bosonic picture can
found in the work of Paalanen, Hebard, and Ruel.31 These
workers studied the magnetoresistance and the Hall effe
amorphous InOx films and observed two distinct transition
one at a critical fieldBxx

c where the longitudinal resistanc
diverges and the system presumably undergoes a trans
from a superconducting phase to a Bose glass insulator
localized Cooper pairs, and the other at a higher fieldBxy

c ,
where the transverse resistance diverges and the Cooper
of the Bose glass insulator presumably unbind. The transi
in the transverse resistance occurred at the same mag
field where the longitudinal resistance showed a maximu
Since a Bose insulator might be expected to have a hig
resistance than an insulator with localized single electro
and from the disorder dependence ofBxx

c /Bxy
c , this was in-

terpreted as evidence of the bosonic nature of the insula
state close to the superconductor-insulator transition. Sim
behavior was observed by other groups.34 Magnetoresistance
studies of amorphous InOx films by Gantmakheret al.32 also
seem to support the bosonic picture. Furthermore, a lin
component of the magnetoresistance observed in the ins
ing regime in amorphous Bi films can be interpreted a
signature of vortex motion.41

In the context of the scaling behavior, the thickness tun
transition of ultrathin films of amorphous Bi has been stud
in zero magnetic field.36 A scaling analysis of the magneti
field tuned SI transition has been carried out for thin films
InOx ~Ref. 30! and MoGe.29 All of these investigations found
n'1.3 andz'1, consistent with the theoretical prediction
of the boson Hubbard model. On the other hand,
magnetic-field-driven transition in films of the high
temperature superconductor La22xSrxCuO4 appears to be
qualitatively different from the transitions found for ImOx
and MoGe.66

Yet another interpretation of the experimental data
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recently been proposed by Shimshoni, Auerbach,
Kapitulnik42 and expanded upon by Mason and Kapitulnik43

In this picture, a film contains both insulating and superco
ducting puddles, and transport is dominated by tunneling
activated hopping between them. The SI transition then
curs as a consequence of the percolation of one phase o
other. Since the correlation length exponent in 2D class
percolation is 4/3, this is consistent withn'1.3 observed in
most experiments. This model also predicts a saturation
the resistance at very low temperatures, which seems to
supported by the experimental data of Ephronet al.44 and
Yazdani and Kapitulnik.29 Similar effects have been ob
served in the much earlier work of Wanget al.45 on under-
doped high-Tc ~cuprate! films. These ideas may be releva
to similar features of the results of Kravchenkoet al. on
two-dimensional electron gas systems.46 In all studies in
which there is flattening inR(T) at low temperatures, one
must be concerned with the possibility of electrical no
being the source of the effect. Also in multicomponent m
terials such as MoGe and underdoped cuprates there i
ways a possibility of second phases affecting the outco
Furthermore, it has recently been proposed that the flatte
in R(T) at low temperatures may be a signature of Bo
metal, a phase in which the Cooper pairs are mobile but
not condense.47

The quantitative results of the study of the magnetic-fie
tuned superconductor-insulator transition presented here
disordered metal systems are in serious disagreement
previous measurements of this transition, adding yet ano
puzzle to this problem, and calling for a re-examination
existing models. The thickness-tuned transition has also b
studied in a nonzero magnetic field. This allows for the co
struction of a phase diagram and a direct comparison of
two different ways of tuning the SI transition, by varyin
thickness or magnetic field.

This paper is organized as follows: the finite-size scal
procedures used to determine the critical exponents are
scribed in Sec. II. Experimental details are given in Sec.
Section IV focuses on the magnetic-field-tuned transiti
while the analysis of the thickness-tuned transition in fin
magnetic field is presented in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, the ph
diagram as a function of thickness and magnetic field is p
sented. The critical resistance and its apparent nonunive
ity are discussed in Sec. VII. The results and their implic
tions are summarized and further discussed in Sec. VIII
brief account of a portion of this work has been previou
reported.48

II. SCALING PROCEDURES

The scale of fluctuations on either side of a quant
phase transition is set by a diverging correlation lengthj
}d2n and a vanishing characteristic frequencyV}j2z. Here
d is the deviation from the critical pointd5uK2Kcu, where
K is the control or tuning parameter, which drives the syst
through the transition~i.e., disorder, thickness, magnet
field, etc.!, Kc is the critical value ofK at the transition,n is
the correlation length exponent andz is the dynamical criti-
cal exponent. The exponentsn and z determine the univer-
sality class of the transition. They may not depend on
microscopic details of the physics of the system under stu
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but on its dimensionality, the symmetry group of its Ham
tonian, and the range of interactions.

The resistance of a two-dimensional system in the qu
tum critical regime follows the scaling relation1,3

R~d,T!5Rcf ~dT21/nz!. ~1!

Hered5ud2dcu in the case of the thickness-tuned transiti
andd5uB2Bcu in the case of the magnetic-field-tuned tra
sition. Rc is the critical resistance atd50 and f (x) is a
universal scaling function such thatf (0)51.

The first step in the analysis of the experimental data i
determine the critical value of the tuning parameter and p
the resistance as a function ofd. Thed axis is then rescaled
by a factort:

R~d,t !5Rcf ~dt !, ~2!

where the parametert(T) is determined at each temperatu
by performing a numerical minimization which yields th
best collapse of the data. If the resistance really follows
scaling law @Eq. ~1!#, it is obvious thatt(T) has to be a
power law in temperature,t(T)[T21/nz. The exponent prod-
uct nz is then found by plottingt(T) as a function ofT on a
log-log scale, and determining the slope which is then eq
to 21/nz.

Similarly, at a constant temperature,29

R~d,E!5Rcf ~dE21/n(z11)!, ~3!

whereE is the electric field across the sample. This time,
d axis is rescaled by a field-dependent factort(E), which
should be a power law in electric fieldt(E)[E21/n(z11), and
the exponentn(z11) can then be determined from the fie
dependence of the parametert(E).

The main advantage of this scaling procedure is tha
requires neither prior knowledge of the critical exponen
nor the temperature and thickness dependence of the r
tance. The critical exponents are determined empiric
from the data, with the critical exponent product as the o
adjustable parameter, while the critical value of the tun
parameter is determined independently. The tempera
scaling determines the productnz, while the electric field
scaling determinesn(z11). Combining the two results, th
correlation length exponentn and the dynamical exponentz
can be determined separately.

An alternative way to determine these critical expon
products is to evaluate a derivative of the resistance w
respect toK at its critical valueKc :30

~]R/]K !Kc
}RcT

21/nzf 8~0!, ~4!

where K[d at the thickness-tuned transition andK[B at
the magnetic-field-tuned transition, andf 8(0) is a constant.
Plotting (]R/]K)Kc

as a function ofT21 on a log-log scale

should yield a straight line, with a slope equal to 1/nz. The
same method can be applied to the electric-field scaling
determine 1/n(z11), and thenn and z can be calculated
from the results.

In the work described below, both scaling procedu
were used to obtain the critical exponents, in order to ch
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their consistency. The exponents obtained using two dif
ent methods were found to be the same, within the exp
mental uncertainty.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Ultrathin Bi films were evaporated on top of a 10 Å thic
layer of amorphous Ge, which was predeposited onto ei
SrTiO3 or glazed alumina substrates. The substrate temp
ture was kept well below 20 K during all depositions and
the films were grown in situ under UHV conditions
(;10210Torr). The film thickness was gradually increas
through successive depositions in increments of 0.1–0.2
Resistance measurements were carried out between the d
sitions using a standard dc four-probe technique, with c
rents up to 50 nA. A detailed temperature dependence of
resistance in zero field and in magnetic field was recorde
each film thickness in the temperature range between 0
and 15 K, where the lowest temperatures were achieved
ing a dilution refrigerator. As the film thickness increas
from 7–15 Å, the temperature dependence of the resista
of the system changed from insulatorlike to superconduc
like at low temperatures, with no sign of re-entrant behav
typically observed in granular films.35 The films that were
superconducting in zero field were driven insulating by a
plying a magnetic field of up to 12 kG perpendicular to t
plane of the sample using a superconducting split-coil m
net. The scaling procedures described above were applie
the magnetic-field-tuned transition, as well as to t
thickness-tuned transition in both zero field and in a fix
magnetic field.

IV. MAGNETIC-FIELD-TUNED SI TRANSITION

The resistance as a function of temperature for se
films with varying degrees of disorder was studied in ma
netic fields up to 12 kG applied perpendicular to the plane
the sample. A typical temperature dependence of the re
tance as the magnetic field changes is shown in Fig. 1
zero field, the resistance decreases with decreasing tem
ture suggesting the existence of superconducting fluc
tions. A magnetic field destroys this downward curvatu
and at some critical magnetic fieldBc the resistance is inde
pendent of temperature. In magnetic fields higher thanBc the

FIG. 1. Resistance per square as a function of temperatur
different magnetic fields, ranging from 0 kG~bottom! to 12 kG
~top!, in 1 kG increments.
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film is insulating, with]R/]T,0. Figure 2 shows the resis
tance as a function of magnetic field for different tempe
tures.

If the sheet resistance is normalized by the value of
critical resistance at each thicknessR/Rc(d), then all the
data can be collapsed onto a single curve. The collapse o
normalized resistance data as a function ofdt for five
samples is shown in Fig. 3. The critical exponent productnz,
determined from the temperature dependence of the pa
eter t ~inset of Fig. 3!, is found to benz50.760.2, appar-
ently independent of the film thickness. The same expon
products were obtained using the alternative method of p
ting (]R/]B)Bc

vs T21 on a log-log plot and determining th

slope which is equal to 1/nz, as shown on Fig. 4.
Electric-field scaling were also carried out for one of t

samples. Unfortunately, there was not enough data avail
for the insulating side of the transition to carry out a co
plete analysis, but the data on the superconducting side w
sufficient to obtain the value of the critical exponent prod
n(z11). The magnetic-field dependence of the sheet re
tance for different values of electric field applied across
sample is shown on Fig. 5. The resistance data were
plotted as a function of (B2Bc), and rescaled by a param
eter t(E) to obtain the best collapse of the data, shown

FIG. 2. Resistance per square as a function of magnetic field
a bismuth film close to the transition. Different curves repres
different temperatures: 0.15, 0.17, 0.19, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, and 0.3

FIG. 3. Normalized resistance per square as a function of
scaling variableT21/nzuB2Bcu. Each symbol represents one film
different temperatures~only a small portion of the data is shown fo
clarity!. Inset: The fitting a power law to the temperature dep
dence of the parametert determines the value ofnz.
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Fig. 6. For the electric-field dependence of the parame
t(E), shown in the inset of Fig. 6, the best power-law fit w
obtained forn(z11)'1.4. Combining this result with the
result of the temperature scaling, it follows thatz'1 andn
'0.7 for the magnetic-field-tuned superconductor-insula
transition.

In contrast with our findings, previous studies of th
films of amorphous InOx ~Ref. 30! and MoGe~Ref. 29! both
showed n'1.3 and z51 for the magnetic-field-tuned
superconductor-insulator transition. Our surprising resul
also in obvious disagreement with the prediction of the sc
ing theory ~from which n>1 ~Refs. 49 and 3! for a disor-
dered system!, as well as with the percolation-base
models42 ~from which n'1.3 would be expected!.

V. THICKNESS-TUNED SI TRANSITION

For very thin films, the resistance increases exponenti
with decreasing temperature, while for the thicker films t
resistance goes to zero as the films become superconduc
At the critical thicknessdc , the resistance is temperatu
independent, and the system is expected to stay met
down toT50.

Using the same methods described above, the critical
ponent productnz was determined to be 1.260.2 when the

FIG. 4. The critical exponent productnz for the magnetic-field-
tuned transition as determined by the inverse slope of]R/]B at the
critical value ofBc plotted vs 1/T.

FIG. 5. Resistance per square as a function of magnetic fiel
different electric fields across the film: 0.5~botttom!, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,
2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 V/m~top!. Only B,Bc is shown where the resis
tance increases with increasing electric field. The temperature is
K.
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superconductor-insulator transition was tuned by chang
the film thickness in zero magnetic field.48 A similar scaling
behavior has been found in ultrathin films of Bi by L
et al.,36 with the critical exponent productnz52.8 on the
insulating side andnz51.4 on the superconducting side
the transition. The fact thatnz was found to be different on
the two sides of the transition raises the question of whe
the measurements really probed the quantum critical reg
It is likely that the scaling was carried out too deep into t
insulating phase, forcing the scaling form@Eq. ~1!# on films
which were in a fundamentally different insulating regim
Such films should not be expected to scale together with
superconducting films, hence the discrepancy on the insu
ing side of the transition. In the present work, the measu
ments were carried out at lower temperatures than previo
studied and with more detail in the range of thicknesses c
to the transition. Both sides of the transition scaled withnz
'1.2, which is close to the value obtained by Liuet al. on
the superconducting side of the transition. This result is a
in very good agreement with the predictions of the scal
theory,4 renormalization-group calculations,13,14,19 and
Monte Carlo simulations.7,9,6

All previous experiments which studied the thickness
disorder tuned superconductor-insulator transition were
ried out in zero magnetic field. An applied magnetic field
generally expected to change the universality class of
transition since it breaks time reversal symmetry. One wo
therefore expect the critical exponent productnz to be dif-
ferent in the presence of a finite magnetic field. Furthermo
the thickness-tuned transition in a finite magnetic field mi
be expected to be in the same universality class as
magnetic-field-tuned transition at fixed thickness.

The thickness-tuned superconductor-insulator transitio
a finite magnetic field was probed by sorting the magneto
sistance data which were carefully taken as a function
temperature and magnetic field for each film. A detailed sc
ing analysis was carried out at fixed magnetic fields of 0.5
2, 3, 4.5, and 7 kG for one set of films, and 12 kG for
different set of films. For each value of the magnetic fie
the resistance was plotted as a function of the film thickn
at different temperatures, ranging from 0.14–0.5 K, in or

FIG. 6. Resistance per square as a function of the scaling v
abletuB2Bcu for different electric fields: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.
and 3.5 V/m. Heret5E21/n(z11) is treated as an adjustable param
eter to obtain the best collapse of the data. Inset: The fitting
power law to the temperature dependence of the parametert deter-
mines the value ofnz.
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to determine the critical thickness at that field. If the sh
resistance is normalized by the critical value at each fi
R/Rc(B), then the normalized resistance data as a func
of the scaling variable for all temperatures and all values
the magnetic field collapsed onto a single curve, as shown
Fig. 7. The critical exponent product determined from t
parametert(T) ~inset of Fig. 7! was found to benz51.4
60.2, apparently independent of the magnetic field. On
again, the alternative scaling procedure yielded very sim
results, as shown in Fig. 8.

This value of the productnz is a factor of two larger than
that obtained for the magnetic field-tuned transition. It
however, very close to that obtained from the analysis of
zero-field transition carried out using data from the same
of films, which wasnz51.260.2. Given the experimenta
uncertainties, it is hard to say whether this difference
value of the exponent products of the thickness driven tr
sitions in zero and finite magnetic field reflects a differen
between the universality classes. These exponent prod
are close to those found in Monte Carlo simulations of
(211)-dimensional classicalXY model with disorder by
Cha and Girvin.7

VI. THE PHASE DIAGRAM

Combining the data obtained from the thickness-tun
transitions in a fixed magnetic field and the field-tuned tra

ri-

a

FIG. 7. Normalized resistance per square as a function of
scaling variabletud2dcu in different magnetic fields: 0.5~squares!,
1.0 ~circles!, 3.0 ~crosses!, 4.5 ~triangles!, and 7.0 kG~diamonds!.
Inset: The fitting of a power law to the temperature dependenc
the parametert determines the value ofnz.

FIG. 8. The critical exponent productnz for the thickness-tuned
transition as determined by the inverse slope of]R/]d at the critical
value ofdc plotted vs 1/T.
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sitions at the fixed thickness, one can construct a phase
gram with thickness and magnetic field as independent v
ables. This is shown in Fig. 9. The films characterized
parameters which lie above the phase boundary are ‘‘insu
ing’’ ( ]R/]T,0 at finite temperatures!, and the ones below
it are ‘‘superconducting’’ (]R/]T.0 at finite temperatures!.
The phase boundary is a power law:

Bc}ud2dcux. ~5!

The best fit to the data yieldsx50.7. Near the critical thick-
ness for the zero-field transition, a simple dimensiona
argument3 suggests that the critical magnetic field shou
scale as

Bc}
F0

j2 , ~6!

whereF0 is the flux quantum. Since the correlation length
j}ud2dcu2n, one might expect the critical field to be

Bc}ud2dcu2n. ~7!

According to the phase boundary obtained in this experim
@see Eq.~5!#, this would mean thatn50.35, a value not
consistent with the results of the scaling analysis carried
on the same films. It also does not agree withn51.3 ob-
tained by Refs. 30 and 29. There is no obvious phys
reason for such a small value ofn and implied large values o
z, so this discrepancy is a mystery at this time. It is poss
that the simple argument expressed in Eqs.~6! and~7! is too
naive.

Another surprising feature of the experimental results
that the critical exponent productnz evidently depends on
whether the phase boundary is crossed vertically~changing
the thickness at a constant magnetic field!, in which case
nz'1.4, or horizontally~changing the magnetic field at
fixed thickness!, in which casenBzB'0.7. One might expec
the critical exponents to not depend on the direction in wh
the boundary is crossed. If, however, the actual tuning
rameter were not film thickness, but some other phys
parameter which was a function of thickness, a factor of 2
the critical exponent product determined from an analy

FIG. 9. The phase diagram in thed-B plane in theT50 limit.
The points on the phase boundary were obtained from thickn
tuned transitions~triangles! and magnetic-field-tuned transition
~circles!. The solid line is a power-law fit. Heredc is taken to be the
critical thickness in zero field.
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using thickness rather than the ‘‘correct’’ control parame
might result. The correct control parameter might be so
measure of disorder, electron screening, damping, or Coo
pair density. The detailed functional form of the thickne
dependence of these parameters for quench-condensed
is not known.

Another possibility is that there are actually two pha
boundaries, separating three different regimes, so that e
exponent belongs to a different phase boundary. There
been some indication of a vortex liquid phase in between
superconducting~vortex glass! phase and the insulatin
~Bose glass! phase.50,51 Since there only appears to be on
phase boundary, that is probably not the case. It is poss
however, that the two boundaries could be indistinguisha
over the range of parameters explored in these studies,
would become apparent at higher fields, greater film thi
nesses, or lower temperatures. These matters need to b
vestigated further.

VII. THE CRITICAL RESISTANCE

The critical resistance for the field-driven transition, co
trary to the predictions of the dirty boson models, does
seem to be universal. Figure 10 shows thatRc decreases as
the critical field increases, roughly in a linear fashion. Sin
thicker films have lower normal-state resistances and hig
critical fields, this also means thatRc decreases with increas
ing thickness and decreasing normal-state resistance. V
similar behavior was observed by Yazdani and Kapitulnik29

In order to explain the nonuniversal behavior of the critic
resistance, these authors proposed a two-channel condu
model, in which the conductance due to the electron~fer-
mion! channel adds to the conductance due to the bo
channel. When the unpaired electrons are strongly localiz
the conduction is mostly due to bosons, and the resistanc
close to RQ5h/4e2, as predicted by the boson Hubba
model. In the opposite limit, unpaired electrons contribu
significantly to the conduction at the transition. Films wi
lower normal-state resistances would then have lower crit
resistances due to the larger fraction of normal electrons.
critical resistances in our experiment, however, are
greaterthanRQ and their values could only be explained th

ss
FIG. 10. The critical resistance as a function of the critical fie

for a series of bismuth films. HereRc decreases with increasin
thickness, as thicker films have lower normal-state resistances
higher critical fields.
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way if the quantum resistance due to pairs was itself gre
thanRQ .

The conductance due to the electronic channel in a m
netic field might also depend on the strength of the spin-o
interactions, which is another difference between o
samples and those of Refs. 30 and 29. The strength of
spin-orbit interactions is typically proportional toZ4, where
Z is the atomic number. Since Bi is a heavy metal, spin-o
interactions are stronger than in the lighter InOx and MoGe.
It is known that in the weakly localized systems with stro
spin-orbit interactions the magnetoresistance is posit
while it is negative otherwise.52,53 If weakly localized un-
paired electrons really contributed significantly to the co
duction at the magnetic-field-tuned superconductor-insul
transition at the experimentally accessible finite tempe
tures, the contribution to the magnetoresistance due to lo
ization effects could have a positive or a negative sign,
pending on the strength of the spin-orbit interactions. T
would makeRc bigger in the case of Bi films, and smaller
the case of InOx and MoGe, consistent with experiment
observations. There is, however, a striking similarity in t
magnetic field and normal-state resistance dependence o
critical resistance of the Bi films and MoGe films of Ref. 2
even though their critical resistances fall on the oppo
sides ofRQ , they both decrease with magnetic field rough
linearly, with almost the same slope.

Strictly speaking, the critical resistance is predicted to
universal only atT50, while the finite temperature correc
tions are expected to be scaled with the Kosterlitz-Thou
transition temperatureTc :3

Rc~Bc ,T!5Rc* 1OS T

Tc
D 2

, ~8!

whereRc* is the universal resistance atT50, andRc is the
critical resistance at some finite temperature as measure
the experiments. A closer look at the crossing plots such
that of Fig. 2, reveals that the critical resistance is inde
slightly temperature dependent. A considerable amoun
noise over the accessible temperature range made it ha
compare this temperature dependence with Eq.~8!, but quali-
tative behavior is shown in Fig. 11. Normal-state resistan
of the MoGe films29 are a factor of 3–10 lower than the B
films considered here, which means that our samples
probing a different part of the phase diagram~normal-state
resistances are inversely proportional to the film thicknes

FIG. 11. The critical resistance as a function of temperature
a 12.353-Å-thick film.
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our experiment!, and the finite temperature corrections mig
be more important in one case then the other. Indeed, so
what higher critical resistances were found in InOx films if
the temperature dependence ofRc is taken into account.33

A recent analytical calculation of the critical resistance
a two-dimensional system at finite temperatures in the d
boson model including Coulomb interactions22 yielded a
critical resistance of'1.4RQ . The author suggested that th
next order correction would bring the result closer toRQ .
This result is in excellent agreement with the critical res
tance found in the present measurements, which
1.1RQ– 1.2RQ . Monte Carlo simulations of the
(211)-dimensionalXY model without disorder8 also find
the critical resistance to beRc57.7 kV, again very close to
the value found in this work.

VIII. DISCUSSION

A lot of attention has been focused recently on the effe
of dissipation on SI transitions.42,43,11,54–56Within the picture
proposed by Shimshoni, Auerbach, and Kapitulnik,42 the
transition between the superconducting and the insula
state is of a percolative nature. On the insulating side of
transition, electrical transport occurs through activation
tunneling of Cooper pairs between superconducting doma
Likewise, on the superconducting side, vortices tunnel fr
one insulating domain to another. Using incoherent Bo
mann transport theory, Shimshoni, Auerbach, and Kapitul
derive resistivity laws in different temperature regimes a
predict finite dissipation atT50 for all values of the mag-
netic field. Their results seem to be supported by meas
ments on several different systems: thin films,44,29 2D Jo-
sephson junction arrays,57 Si metal-oxide-semiconducto
field-effect transistor~MOSFET’s!,46 and QH systems,59

where a saturation of the resistance at low temperature
observed and attributed to dissipation effects. The perc
tive nature of the transition can explain the value ofn'1.3
found in most of the field-tuned experiments on th
films,30,29 as well as the apparent symmetry between insu
ing and the conducting phase observed in ot
experiments.57,46,58,59

In contrast with the above-mentioned results, we do
observe any saturation in the temperature dependence o
resistance as the temperature decreases, or in other w
dR/dT is nonzero down to the lowest temperatures, wh
were above 0.1 K. Of course, investigation down to ev
lower temperatures might lead to a different conclusio
However, a satisfactory fit to the resistivity laws predicted
Shimshoni, Auerbach, and Kapitulnik42 could not be ob-
tained.

Mason and Kapitulnik43 recently proposed an interestin
phase diagram for the SI transition which takes into acco
the possibility of a coupling of the system to a dissipati
bath. They argued that this coupling, which becomes imp
tant when the critical point is approached, can result in
metallic phase. In this picture, a direct SI transition is s
possible for very weak coupling, while for a stronger co
pling the system goes through a metallic phase and is t
superconducting only at the lowest magnetic fields.

The fact that the typical sheet resistances of our sam
are about a factor of 5 higher than those in which resista

r
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leveling was observed44 might just mean that our samples a
in the weak-coupling regime. However, the correlati
length exponent determined in our experiment for
magnetic-field-tuned transition, using two different metho
on different physical samples and at several levels of dis
der was found to ben'0.7, which is not consistent with th
exponent expected from the classical 2D percolation the
n54/3, even with much more generous error bars.

A coherence length exponent of 0.7 is also inconsist
with what was believed to be an exact theorem,49 which
predictsn>1 in two dimensions in a presence of disorder
is interesting to note that our exponent agrees with the re
of the classical 3DXY model which is suggested to be re
evant in the absence of disorder.2 Numerical simulations of a
(211)-dimensionalXY model8 and the Boson-Hubbard
model atT50 ~Ref. 10! without disorder also findz51 and
n50.7. However, recently it was suggested that the natur
disorder averaging may introduce a new correlation leng
different from the intrinsic one, which might lead ton,1
even for a disordered system.60

There is also a possibility that the local dissipati
coupled to the phase of the superconducting order param
due to gapless electronic excitations might change the
versality class of the system and lead to a nonuniversal c
cal resistance.11 The critical resistance would then be e
pected to increase with increasing damping due
dissipation. The latter would be expected to increase w
decreasing normal-state resistance. However, we obs
that the critical resistance decreases as the normal-stat
sistance decreases, which is exactly theoppositeof the be-
havior predicted by Wagenblastet al.11

We should note thatn'0.7 was also found for the
magnetic-field-tuned insulator-conductor transition in
MOSFET samples,61 suggesting a possible connection b
tween the two phenomena.

Our results for the magnetic-field-tuned SI transition se
to be consistent with the predictions of bosonic mode
rather than percolation models. This is further supported
the transport studies in the insulating regime, where the m
i
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netoresistance cannot be explained by the weak-localiza
theory only,41 and the temperature dependence of the res
tance fits the predictions of Das and Doniach62 for the
bosonic conduction. These observations still need to be r
onciled with the results of the tunneling experiments whi
find no superconducting gap in the insulating regime. T
tunneling experiments might, however, be emphasizing
gions of the samples containing quasilocalized single el
tron states below the gap, or those in which the amplitu
fluctuations break the system into superconducting ‘‘
lands’’ with finite spectral gaps in the density of states,
recently predicted.20 A highly nonuniform gap has also bee
predicted by Herbut63 for the case of large disorder. Thi
problem might be clarified using spatially resolved scanni
tunneling spectroscopy at low temperatures, which may
able to detectlocal variations in the density of states.

Such studies might also help answer the question as
why n different for the thickness- and magnetic-field-tune
transitions on the same samples. In the case of the thickn
tuned transition, the correlation length exponent is close
what might be expected from the percolation theory. There
a major difference between the magnetic-field-tuned and
thickness-tuned transitions: when the transition is tuned
the magnetic field, the microstructure of the sample sta
fixed, while in the case of the thickness-tuned transitions
changes slightly with each film in the sequence. It may
that in this case the percolation effects become releva
complicating the determination of the critical exponents.64

Finally, the shape of the phase boundary poses a furt
challenge to theorists. We are currently investigating the r
of the dissipation in this system in more detail, using a 2
electron gas as a substrate, similar to the experiment of R
berget al.56
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